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ABSTRACT: In this paper we are providing a method to detect abnormality in the retinal images. Here we detect four 
types such as retinal, glaucoma, hard and soft exudates, normal. In preprocessing we separate the color channel from 
the retinal image such as red, green and blue. Green channel provide to further process. We remove the central light 
from the retinal image. Then we extract the background image from the green channel. And then we segment the blood 
vessel in the retinal image. After that we extract the GLCM (gray level co-occurrence matrix) and moment Invariant. 
This algorithm is used for extracting Statistical information about the images. Such as correlation, entropy, etc. These 
feature value will classify by unsupervised classification. Finally it will predict about the abnormality in the retinal 
image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The eye is an organ of vision. The human eye is considered as the most complex organ in the body as it has numerous 
parts contrasting with its little size [4]. Cases of visual sicknesses are glaucoma and Diabetic retinopathy. They 
influence the human eye and cause vision misfortune or visual impairment. There are sure highlights to be considered 
keeping in mind the end goal to analyze these infections, for example, optic nerve, optic circle [1] [3], veins organize 
[2]. Veins extraction is vital the same number of eye ailments are perceived by examining the veins. Since the eye is the 
main organ in the body that you can imagine the veins which mirrors the wellbeing status of veins in other body organs, 
we think about this organ in this work. The target of this paper is to portion the veins in fundus pictures so as to help 
authorities to analyze or bolster their choice.  
Whatever remains of the paper is sorted out as takes after: Section II is about other existing related work in a similar 
field, Section III clarifies the materials of this paper and system took after; Section IV demonstrates the outcomes and 
exchange; Section V is the conclusion lastly, the references. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Numerous imperative eye illnesses and additionally methodical sicknesses show themselves in the retina. The primary 
reason of visual misfortune in individuals with diabetes is Diabetic Macula Edema (DME) which is regular in type 2 
diabetes. Diabetic Retinopathy is an entanglement caused by diabetes mellitus and the second most regular reason for 
visual deficiency and visual misfortune in the US. The exudates in the DR are caused by collection of proteins and 
lipids from blood spilling into the retina through harmed veins. They seem as bright, reflective, heavy white/cream 
colored areas on the ophthalmoscope. There are rather a number of approaches reported on the subject area to detect the 
hard exudates. A mechanized examination of fundus picture is particularly basic and will help to encourage clinical 
determination. The different illnesses that will influence eye are discovered with the assistance computerized fundus 
picture. The essential rule behind this undertaking is on discovery of intraretinal greasy (hard) exudates, that are not 
only a standard indication of DR, but rather in like manner a sign of the characteristic occasion of concurrent retinal 
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edema and if introduce in the atomic region, exudates are significant players of vision misfortune in diabetic 
retinopathy. 
A robotized framework for the spotting of different irregularities because of diabetic retinopathy in retinal pictures was 
proposed by T. Vandarkuzhali in 2013 in the paper "Identification of exudates caused by diabetic retinopathy in fundus 
retinal picture utilizing fluffy K implies and neural system". A dynamic thought of fluffy rationale and neural system is 
connected to recognize the irregularities in the fovea. These are evaluated for ordinary and also influenced retinal 
pictures. In this paper the exudates because of diabetic retinopathy is recognized utilizing fluffy K-implies. By using 
this product, programmed recognition of exudates because of DR is accomplished inside a limited capacity to focus 
time. The exactness and proficiency is greatly improved when contrasted with fluffy C-implies. Typical retinal pictures 
and also influenced pictures are utilized to test. This framework is straightforward and effective in separating whether 
the photo is ordinary or anomalous state. [5] 
Sophark in the paper "Programmed exudates discovery from non-enlarged diabetic retinopathy retinal pictures utilizing 
fluffy Cmeans bunching" have proposed FCM grouping technique to distinguish exudates. As an underlying advance, 
differentiate upgrade is utilized trailed by giving data got from picture highlights to a coarse division routine utilizing 
FCM bunching technique. The picture highlights incorporate power, standard deviation on force, tint and the quantity 
of pixels. The optic circle is recognized utilizing entropy include. A FCM bunching calculation is connected to division 
alongside morphological recreation to get better division comes about. The distinction picture is thresholded and 
remade to get the last outcome. [6] 
In the paper "Recognition and arrangement of exudates utilizing k-implies grouping in shading retinal pictures" 
exudates are distinguished utilizing k-implies bunching method. In this paper, a productive technique to distinguish and 
characterize the exudates as hard and delicate exudates is exhibited. The retinal picture in shading space is pre-treated 
to dispose of obstruction. Next, vein arrange is dispensed with to encourage recognition and end of the optic plate. 
Optic plate is wiped out utilizing Hough change approach. The exudates are then recognized utilizing k-implies 
grouping mander. At long last, the distinguished exudates are arranged as hard and delicate exudates in light of their 
edge vitality and limit. The recommned technique has yielded great outcomes. In spite of the fact that the Hough 
change can likewise be used to disengage the optic plate in retinal pictures, the resolutions are not precise when its 
condition isn't round. [7] 
The paper "Improvement of exudates for the analysis of diabetic retinopathy utilizing fluffy morphology" presents a 
novel calculation in light of Fuzzy Morphology for the PC helped upgrade of exudates in fundus pictures of human 
retina for the finding of diabetic retinopathy. Diabetic retinopathy is an incessant ailment in diabetic individuals. The 
illness is analyzed by the nearness of exudates in the macular territory. Here, we utilize Fuzzy Morphology for the 
improvement of exudates. The fundus picture is first changed to grayscale took after by a progression of fluffy 
disintegration and fluffy enlargement (morphological shutting activity) with a precious stone formed organizing 
component. At last, the subsequent picture is added to the first picture to change into improved one. Trials were done 
on a database of assortment of fundus pictures which is typical and unusual.The tests prompted noteworthy outcomes 
and the photos were raised for simpler clinical examination. [8] 
Exudates are an unmistakable indication of diabetic retinopathy, which is the significant wellspring of visual 
impairment in patients with diabetes. In the event that the exudates venture into the macular zone, vision misfortune 
can happen. Robotized early location of the nearness of exudates can help ophthalmologists to keep the spread of the 
infection all the more proficiently. Subsequently, the recognition of exudates is an essential indicative errand. The 
getting of the optic circle is basic in the exudates location process since they both are similar as far as shading, 
partitioning line, and so forth. In the paper proposed by M.Ramaswamy in 2011 an investigation of different methods 
like morphological approach, locale developing methodology, fluffy, c-implies bunching system, k-implies grouping 
procedures is made to recommend a strategy for programmed early recognizable proof of diabetic retinopathy. These 
techniques are executed and their tasks are surveyed in light of different measurements like affectability, specificity and 
so forth. These calculations are demonstrated on a little picture information base and their correctnesses are broke down 
as to master ophthalmologist's hand-drawn ground-realities. [9] 
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
 

 
 

Figure 1: The System Architecture 
 

A. Image Acquisition 
In this work, High-Resolution Fundus (HRF) Image database is used[10].It contains aggregate of 60 datasets. The 
pictures are a blend of solid pictures, diabetic retinopathy pictures and glaucomatous pictures. With a specific end goal 
to decide if there is diabetic retinopathy or not we utilize MATLAB. 
 

 
Figure2: Dataset used in the work 
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B. Conversion Of The Image To  Gray Scale 
The RGB picture is changed over to dark by separating the red, green and blue channels. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: RGB Channel Separation 
 

C. Central Light Removal 
Retinal veins in fundus pictures ordinarily seem darker than the encompassing tissue because of their lower reflectance. 
The inward vessel pixels seem darker than the external ones; however,many vessels incorporate a focal light reflex. For 
exact division of the vessel, this brilliant strip should be evacuated. This procedure is known as focal light evacuation. 
 
D. Vessel Enhanced Images  
Vein recognition is critical as it is one of the ordinary features.To portion the veins ,a morphological opening is 
connected first utilizing the structure component of the eye ball.The opening is a blend of expansion and disintegration 
operations.The result is subtracted from the versatile histogram picture to get the vessels. Opening task is set for clamor 
decrease purposes. 
 
E. GLCM & MI Feature Extraction 

A measurable technique for analyzing surface that considers the spatial relationship of pixels is the dim level co-event 
network (GLCM), otherwise called the dark level spatial reliance grid. The GLCM capacities describe the surface of a 
picture by figuring how frequently matches of pixel with particular qualities and in a predetermined spatial relationship 
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happen in a picture, making a GLCM, and after that removing factual measures from this framework. (The surface 
channel capacities, depicted in Texture Analysis can't give data about shape, that is, the spatial connections of pixels in 
a picture.) 
 
Graphical User Interface 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: GUI of the work 
 

IV. RESULTS 
 
This work for the most part plans to distinguish the variation from the norm in fundus pictures. MATLAB code is 
connected on HRF database [10]. For each picture, the codes take over 30 seconds to portion the veins and to 
distinguish the variation from the norm. Identify four writes, for example, retinal, glaucoma, hard and delicate 
exudates, typical. 
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Figure 5: GUI of the Results Obtained. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we are giving a strategy to identify variation from the norm in the retinal pictures. We demonstrate the 
system of preprocessing and veins division. It is a blend of proficient morphological activities, picture upgrade, and 
commotion lessening methods. Moreover, the calculation will be adjusted later on to bring about better division on 
account of diabetic retinopathy. 
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